Finding optimal weights for the problem of Fastest Distributed Consensus on networks with different topologies has been an active area of research for a number of years. Here in this work we present an analytical solution for the problem of Fastest Distributed Consensus for a network formed from fusion of two different symmetric star networks or in other words a network consists of two different symmetric star networks which share the same central node. The solution procedure consists of stratification of associated connectivity graph of network and Semidefinite Programming (SDP), particularly solving the slackness conditions, where the optimal weights are obtained by inductive comparing of the characteristic polynomials initiated by slackness conditions. Some numerical simulations are carried out to investigate the trade-off between the parameters of two fused star networks, namely the length and number of branches.
sensor network by using only local communications. Moreover algorithms for distributed consensus find applications in, e.g., multi-agent distributed coordination and flocking [8, 9 , 10, 11] , distributed data fusion in sensor networks [12, 13, 6] , fastest mixing Markov chain problem [14] , clustering [15, 16] gossip algorithms [17, 18] , and distributed estimation and detection for decentralized sensor networks [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
Most of the methods proposed so far usually avoid the direct computation of optimal weights and deal with the Fastest Distributed Consensus problem by numerical convex optimization methods and in general no closed-form solution for finding Fastest Distributed Consensus has been offered so far except in [1, 24, 25] , where for the path network the conjectured optimal weights [3] has been proved in [1] , and in [25] , the author has solved Fastest Distributed Consensus problem analytically for Path network using semidefinite programming without any assumption or conjecture, also in [24] the author proposes an analytical solution for Fastest Distributed Consensus problem over complete cored and symmetric star networks.
Here in this work, we aim to solve Fastest Distributed Consensus problem for the fusion of two symmetric star networks called Two Fused Star (TFS) network or in other words a network consists of two different symmetric star networks which share the same central node, by means of stratification and Semidefinite Programming (SDP), particularly solving the slackness conditions, where the optimal weights are obtained by inductive comparing of the characteristic polynomials initiated by slackness conditions. The simulation results confirm that the distributed consensus algorithm with optimal weights converges substantially faster than the one with other simple weighting methods, namely maximum degree, Metropolis and best constant weighting methods; moreover we have investigated the tradeoff between the parameters of network and convergence rate by numerical results.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II is an overview of the materials used in the development of the paper, including relevant concepts from distributed consensus averaging algorithm, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming. Sections III contains the proposed method and main results of the paper, namely the exact determination of optimal weights for fastest distribution consensus algorithm via stratification and SDP in TFS network. Section IV presents simulations demonstrating improvement of the obtained optimal weights over other weighting methods and tradeoff between the parameters of network and section V concludes the paper.
II. PRELEMINARIES
This section introduces the notation used in the paper and reviews relevant concepts from distributed consensus averaging algorithm, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming.
A. Distributed Consensus
We consider a network with the associated graph consisting of a set of nodes and a set of edges where each edge is an unordered pair of distinct nodes. 
(Here denotes the column vector with all coefficients one). This is equivalent to the matrix equation
Assuming (2-3) holds, the convergence factor can be defined as 
where is the optimization variable, and the network is the problem data.
In [5] it has been shown that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix equation (3) to hold is that one is a simple eigenvalue of associated with the eigenvector 1 , and all other eigenvalues are strictly less that one in magnitude. Moreover in [5] FDC problem has been formulated as the following minimization problem
Where are eigenvalues of arranged in decreasing order and is the Second Largest Eigenvalue Modulus (SLEM) of , and the main problem can be formulated in the semidefinite programming form as [5] :
can be written as disjoint union of distinct orbits. In [26] , it has been shown that the weights on the edges within an orbit must be the same.
We refer to problem (6) as the Fastest Distributed Consensus (FDC) averaging problem.
B. Symmetry of graphs
An automorphism of a graph is a permutation of such that if and only if , the set of all such permutations, with composition as the group operation, is called the automorphism group of the graph and denoted by . For a vertex , the set of all images , as varies through a subgroup , is called the orbit of under the action of . The vertex set SDP is a particular type of convex optimization problem [27] . An SDP problem requires minimizing trix inequality constraint [28] :
. . 0
where is a given vector, , … , , and ∑ , for some fixed hermitian matrices A primal feasible and a dual fea are optimal, which is denoted by and , if and only if 0.
This latter condition is called the complementary slackness condition.
In one way or another, numerical methods for solving SDP problems always exploit the inequality , where and are the objective values for any dual feasible point and primal feasible point, respectively. The difference
is called the duality gap. If the equality holds, i.e. the optimal duality gap is zero, then we say that strong duality holds.
III. TWO FUSED STAR (TFS) NETWORK
In this section we solve the Fastest Distributed Consensus (FDC) averaging algorithm for Two Fused Star (TFS) network consisting of two different symmetric star networks which share the same central node, by means of stratification and Semidefinite Programming (SDP).
A. Two Fused Star (TFS) Network

TFS Network consisting of path formed branches called tails with two different lengths, and
where the numbers of branches are and , respectively and the tails are connected to one node called central node, we call the whole network TFS network. (see Fig.1 . for , ,
The connectivity graph of TFS network has | nodes and | edges,
where the set of nodes is denoted by Automorphism of TFS graph is permutation of tails, hence according to subsection II-B it has class of edge orbits, thus it suffices to consider just weights (as labeled in Fig. 1 
B. Stratification of TFS Network
Using Stratification method introduced in [26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] , the TFS graph can be stratified into a disjoint union of strata as shown in Fig. 1 . for . 
which is eigenvector of corresponding to the eigenvalue one. and can be written as a linear combination of rank one matrices, 1
where for , … , the vectors and are 1 1 and 1 column vectors, respectively, as provided in Appendix B. Using (13) and (14), the constraints in (11) can be written as
In order to formulate problem (11) in the form of standard semidefinite programming described in section II-C, we define , and as below: with the coordinates and , , … , to be determined.
Using (13) and (14) (19), (22) and (23), we
for , … , , or equivalently 
which is in agreement with the results of [24] .
Also one should notice that necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of weight matrix are satisfied, since all roots of which are the eigenvalues of are strictly less than one in magnitude, and one is a simple eigenvalue of associated with the eigenvector , to support this fact we have computed numerically the roots of equation (41) As it is obvious from the results depicted in Table. 1. the SLEM of TFS network increases with the length f branches of network which is due to the topology of TFS network and in the case of optimum weights, the second largest eigenva same absolute values.
ting methods by rical results. (41) and (42) for TFS network and its equivalent symmetric star network, respectively. In Fig. 2 . SLEM of TFS network and its equivalent Symmetric Star network are depicted in terms of the average length of branches , for and . In Fig. 3 . SLEM of TFS network is depicted in terms of the length of branches and , for and . 
